
THE BATTLE TURN
1- Shooting       4- New Orders

2- Movement       5- Influence
3- Combat ----       6- Command Test

1-SHOOTING
HIT THROW                      -Modifiers
-1     if shooting unit is poor quality
-1      for long range
-1      if ‘blackening the sky’
-1      if disorganized
-1      in bloodlust or shaken condition
+1      shooter occupies higher ground
+1      shooting unit is veteran
+2     shooting unit is elite
KIILL THROW                      -Modifiers
-2      target carries a shield
-2      target has soft cover
-4      target has hard cover
+1      shooter occupies higher ground

QUALITY 
Modifiers
+2    ELITE
+1     VETERAN
0     AVERAGE
-1     POOR

3-COMBAT
HIT THROW             -Modifiers
-1 if your unit is of lesser quality.
-1 if your unit is disorganized.
-1 if your unit is fighting in 2 ranks.
+1 if your unit is of better quality.
+1 if the enemy unit has no shield. 
KIILL THROW              -Modifiers
SUBTRACT  the resilience of the enemy unit
ADD the strength of the attacking uniT
+1   if attacking unit is in bloodlust
+1   if attacking unit is defending standard

KIILL THROW
               Armor type

Weapon        lT Mdm Hvy
Spear        5+     6+   8+
Hand        4+     5+   8+
Lance        4+     5+   7+
2-Hand        3+     4+   6+
Bow        5+     6+   9+
Javelin        6+     7+   9+

3-COMBAT TEST
Add or subtract the unit’s quality
COMBAT TEST                  -Modifiers
-1    your unit is under OPPOSE orders
-1    over 25% casualties this turn
-1    your unit has suffered greater 
casualties this turn
-1    your unit has lost its standard
-1    your unit is shaken
-3   over 50% casualties this turn
+2    your unit is under HOLD orders
+1    your unit has killed more figures 

than it has lost this turn
+1     Hero is with unit
+1     Battle Leader is with unit
+1     your unit carries a standard
+2    your unit is in bloodlust

3-COMBAT TEST
Disciplined              Tribal                Fanatics     results
11+                   8+ 6+     bloodlust
4-10                   4-7 4-5      ok
0-3                   2-3 2-3      shaken
-1 /less                   1 /less 1 /less      rout

2-movement
hvy    Mdm      lt     urogs     horse
   8”          10”         12”          15”              18”



4-new orders
ISSUING NEW ORDERS TEST -Modifiers
-1   the unit is a different race than the battle leader’s
-1   any units under that battle leader’s command are disorganized
-1   for each unit under Leader’s command that is shaken or in bloodlust
-2  if Battle Leader is attached to a unit
+1   unit is fanatic receiving ATTACK orders
+1   Battle Leader delivers the message personally

4-NEW ORDERS TEST
8 + OK
7 OK/confusion 
6 Delay 
1 Delay/confusion 
4 Ignored 
3 Ignored/confused
2 Misunderstood 
1- Panic/confusion

4-command range
When ISSUING NEW ORDERS multiply 
the battle leader’s leadership score 
by 3” to determine range

6-the Command test
When a Battle Leader is killed or routs
Each remaining unit rolls 1D
- 1 for each unit routed or annihilated
-1 if battle leader’s Boast no longer holds good
+1 if the battle leader’s Boast still holds good

6-command TEST results
Score  
7+  the unit is unaffected
6    the unit becomes disorganized
5    the unit becomes shaken
4 or less  the unit routs!!!  

5-influence test
Battle Leader must be in base-to-base contact with the unit
+ l to Battle Leader’s leadership score if a Bannerman/herald is with him
-1 to Battle Leader’s leadership score if he is a different race than the unit
-Throw 1D
-If the score is equal to or under his leadership score he has succeeded
-If the score is greater than his  leadership score he has failed
-If the score is 10 or more greater than his leadership score, something has gone 
horribly wrong!!!

weapon ranges
Bow short up to 9” - long up to 24”
Javelin short up to 6” - long up to 12”
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